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here are an awful lot of good wines
available to UK independent wine
merchants from UK-based suppliers.
Indeed, we’d go so far as to say the UK
is blessed with more than its fair share
of the world’s best wine importers.
That’s at least part of the reason
why, when we established The Wine
Merchant Top 100 competition back in
2013, we decided to confine entrants
to wines exclusively available to
independent wine merchants from
UK-based importers: we knew we’d
have plenty of wines to choose from.
But at a time when more wine
is being made at a higher average
standard in a greater number of places
than at any time in history, there will
inevitably be great wines that slip
through UK importers’ nets.
At the same time, many
independent wine merchants are
looking to import direct – 17% of wine

sold by UK independents is already
imported directly by those businesses.
All of which led to the launch of
Breakthrough Wines, a competition
with the explicit aim of finding wines
that would work brilliantly in UK
independent retail but which do not
yet have representation in the UK.
The judging works in a very similar
way to the Wine Merchant Top 100:
the winners are decided by a panel of
independent wine merchants who are
asked to assess the wines as if they
were making a buying decision for
their own stores.
And, just as we do in the Wine
Merchant Top 100, we’re looking
for high-quality wines with plenty
of character at a fair price; the kind
of wines that our judges – and their
independent wine merchant peers –
would be happy to list.
There are differences. Since the
wines were by definition not part of
the UK market, and since the judges
were unfamiliar with the producers
involved, we did not ask the judges to
taste blind. We wanted them to have
the opportunity to weigh up the whole
proposition on offer. That meant the
wine, of course, and the price. But it
also meant the packaging – the way
the wine looks on the shelf.
Our team of six took to the task
with serious critical rigour, providing
detailed feedback on each of the 140plus wines entered, including notes
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and scores on pricing, packaging and
commercial potential, as well as the
quality and character of the wines
themselves.

An Austrian Breakthrough

Austria was the perfect place to start
a hunt for undiscovered gems. The
country’s wines are much admired by
UK independents, providing a quality
level and a set of styles that are ideally
suited to adventurous consumers. Its
place in the UK market is growing, and
its brand identity as a quality-oriented
producer is secure.
All the same, Austria’s full potential
is very far from being exploited: as any
wine-interested visitor can confirm,
there are dozens of fine producers
working in the country whose wines
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are absent from the UK. Relative
to what’s available on the ground,
Austria remains under-represented in
UK importers’ and merchants’ lists.
That sense of untapped potential
came through loud and clear in this
inaugural Breakthrough assessment.
There were representatives from
all of Austria’s wine regions, from
Burgenland to Wachau. Entries
covered the full, stylistically diverse
range of modern Austrian wine,
from trendy but beautifully made
pet nat and classy traditional Sekt,
to aromatically brisk and richly
ageworthy whites via thirst-quenching
spicy young reds and the fullest of rich
Bordeaux-style blends.
There were high scores for the
established white classics, Grüner
Veltliner and Riesling, and plenty of
love for the native reds from Zweigelt
and Blaufränkisch. But there were
Breakthroughs from lesser known
grapes, too: Roter Veltliner, Rotgipfler,
Muskateller and St Laurent, as
well as some very fine wines from
“international” varieties such as
Cabernet Franc, Chardonnay, Merlot
and Syrah.
On the whole, our judges were
repeatedly impressed by the quality
of the wines submitted. But the wines
featured here have met their stringent
commercial criteria, too.
They have all been selected by
at least one judge as worthy of
consideration for the UK market.
Some (which we have called Tier One
winners) are particularly impressive
in terms of quality-to-value ratio,
style and packaging flair. But all
would make a fine addition to any
independent retailer’s range.

The Wine Merchant magazine
would like to acknowledge the
assistance of the Austrian Wine
Marketing Board, whose help in
contacting producers and organising
samples was invaluable in this first
Breakthrough Wines project.
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Judging
Panel
David Williams

David Williams has been writing, editing and talking about
wine for more than 20 years. Since 2010, he has combined
his roles as the wine correspondent for The Observer
newspaper, the deputy editor of The World of Fine Wine and
columnist and feature writer for The Wine Merchant with
freelance writing, editing and speaking work for, among
others, The Guardian, The Wine Gang and Decanter. In 2013,
he co-founded The Wine Merchant Top 100 competition
with his friend and colleague Graham Holter, and the duo
went on to launch Breakthrough Wines in 2020.

Ted Sandbach

Ted is a stalwart of the UK wine trade, and his business is
much admired by other UK independents. He established
The Oxford Wine Company in the early 1990s and remains
very much at the forefront of the business today. The
wholesale operation is large and wide-reaching and there
are now five retail shops in the Oxford area, most with an
on-trade element or event facilities. The business has its
own wine school held in several locations including the
company’s historic Turl Street Cellar.

Jeff Folkins

Jeff and his wife Claire opened Dalling & Co Wines in Kings
Langley 2009 to complement their delicatessen next door.
They love to offer their customers unique wines alongside
the more well-known styles. They have a long-standing love
of Austrian wines; Jeff says he was “looking for not only
great wines, but wines that would offer good value to our
customers who hadn’t had the opportunity to experience
and enjoy them before”. He adds: “I love Austrian wines
because of the numerous and creative varieties that come
from this under-appreciated wine country.”
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Hal Wilson

It’s almost 30 years since Hal and friend Brett Turner started
Cambridge Wine Merchants. They started with just one
shop and now they are one of the biggest independent wine
merchants in the UK, with a total of seven shops and a large
wholesale operation. Several of the shops incorporate wine
bars, serving food and running tasting events. The business
has a range of more than 800 wines and it is a leading WSET
School. When it comes to the buying strategy, Hal says: “We
want only the best, at the best price, and we put a lot of
effort into finding it.”

Alice Archer

Alice is a buyer for Cambridge Wine Merchants and she also
looks after the private client sales for one of the UK’s largest
and most experienced institutional wine buyers – the wine
stewards of Cambridge and Oxford University colleges.
Alice is also studying to be a Master of Wine and she is
the company’s resident Champagne expert. In her spare
time (yes, despite all this she has a little spare time), she
is the chairman of The Champagne Academy and a Dame
Chevalier of the Ordre de Coteaux de Champagne.

Matt Harris

Over the past decade Planet of the Grapes has become a bit
of a London institution and operates from three locations
in the heart of the City. Matt was definitely a trailblazer
of the hybrid model and his stylish wine shops, bars and
restaurants all have the emphasis firmly on quality. The
business brings a touch of levity to the old, more traditional
serious-wine City scene, with its range of events and wine
tastings employed to showcase its extensive range of Old
World classics to New World ingénues.

Ben Franks

Ben teamed up with Gyorgy Zsiga, a Hungarian wine
importer, just over four years ago to set up Novel Wines in
Bath. The business focuses on wines from small producers
and community co-operatives. Their mission to track down
and stock unique wines has led to Decanter awarding them
Best Central & Eastern European Retailer of the Year, two
years in a row. Ben’s message to his customers is: “You don’t
need to be a wine specialist to taste something fantastic
and unusual; all you need is a little curiosity and a desire to
try something new.”
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Top 30
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Weingut Buchmayer
Weinviertel DAC Grüner
Veltliner 2019
Very high-quality Grüner from a family estate in
Pillersdorf dating back to 1767
ABV 12.5%
EX-CELLARS PRICE €4.50
In a field that was illuminated by many fine examples of
Austria’s great indigenous white grape, Thomas and Maria
Buchmayer’s Weinviertel Grüner Veltliner stood out with
unanimous approval among the Breakthrough judges.
“The real benchmark Grüner from the line-up. It has
all the classic Grüner characteristics but with some
complexity on the palate too. Floral, peppery and with a
zing on the finish,” was one judge’s verdict.
“Very good fruit concentration with great mouth
texture. A long fruit finish with freshness throughout,”
said another.
With the judges also concurring on packaging that
was “classy and elegant, like the wine”, this was a
“quality wine that looked the part”.
“It’s just what this quality of GV should be aiming
for and it renews my faith in the entire category.”
WEINGUT-BUCHMAYER.AT		
OFFICE@WEINGUT-BUCHMAYER.AT

Weingut Schwarzböck
Weinviertel DAC
Hagenbrunn 2019
Attractive, well-made Grüner Veltliner made in a fresh
style at a commercially appealing price
ABV 12.5%
EX-CELLARS PRICE €4.11
The second Breakthrough Wine from this producer is a
textbook Grüner Veltliner that comes from vineyards in
Hagenbrunn just outside the Austrian capital’s city limits.
The judges enjoyed a “very typical Grüner nose of
apples and pepper. The palate is fresh and clean with a
nice mouthfeel. In a simple style, this wine is well made
and showing good fruit.”
The above attributes are made all the more appealing
thanks to the well conceived packaging and pricing, both
of which our judges thought were in line with the UK
market.
The packaging is “clean, well thought-out and
appealing,” the judges said, with a “nice raised vineyard
hill feature”.
“It’s a good drop for a fair price,” they added, and “one
of the best of the flight for appeal and saleability”.
SCHWARZBOECK.AT
WEINGUT@SCHWARZBOECK.AT
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Weingut Manfred
Hebenstreit Weinviertel
DAC Reserve Ried
Schatzberg

Zull Grüner Veltliner
Aeussere Bergen WV DAC
Reserve 2018

Clean modern presentation for a well-made wine with
good depth of fruit flavour
ABV 13.5% 		
EX-CELLARS PRICE €13
A Grüner-specialist third-generation wine family,
Weingut Manfred Hebenstreit is led by the eponymous
winegrower with the help of numerous family members
in Kleinriedenthal in the Retz wine region.
Here they’ve come up with a powerful but balanced
reserve wine that our judges thought
ticked a lot of boxes. “Greengage
fruit on the nose, teasing with
richness to follow but shows more
weight on the palate. Fruit is good,
but with a slightly short finish.
Nice acidity,” said one judge.
“The fruit character may be
a little simple, but the wine has
mineral depth. Not very focused
but extremely long.”
The judges would have
liked a little more clarity of
communication on the label, but
on the whole they found this
to be a product with “all the
right components” for the UK’s
independent trade.
WEINGUT-HEBENSTREIT.AT
OFFICE@WEINGUTHEBENSTREIT.AT

An impressive reserve style with a quality level that
justifies a higher price
ABV 14%
EX-CELLARS PRICE €16
A reserve wine that truly hits the spot from a small
producer in Schrattenthal in northwestern Weinviertal,
some 80km north of Vienna.
“Honeydew melon, almost tropical fruit, with some
floral notes. A touch of richness on the mid palate and a
long creamy finish with a zing of acidity,” said one judge.
“A well balanced wine with good fruit and immense
length. Shows good development with great acidity
throughout,” was the verdict of another.
The packaging is appropriately stylish. “Modern, clean
and very appealing,” said the judges. “Really simple – and
no less a wine for it. Classy.”
This is clearly “good quality wine from a producer that
obviously knows what it is doing” – a “well made and
presented product” that is a “little heavy on price” but
earns the extra few quid on the price tag with its quality.
ZULL.AT 		
OFFICE@ZULL.AT
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Weingut Jäger Grüner
Veltliner Federspiel Ried
Vorder Seiber, Wachau
2019
Classically spicy Grüner from the heart of the Wachau
region
ABV 12.5% 		
EX-CELLARS PRICE €6.10
Weingut Jäger is a family business that has plied its
trade in fine white wine for generations from a site in
Weissbenkirchen in the heart of the Wachau. The latest
generation continues to work the land with the family’s
traditional commitment to sustainable viticulture in its
various vineyard plots.
For this Breakthrough Wine, the family has come up
with a cuvee that is “pale white gold, lemon and lime,
spicy, lively, with a lush ripe citrus fleshy feel,” said the
judges. “Very pleasing.”
The packaging, too, was well liked, with its “oil-painting
scene” creating a “classic style of label with strong
customer appeal”, the judges said.
The combination of looks and taste adds up to a
wine that is nicely pitched for independent merchants.
“Carried by the quality”, it should be “right on the money
for the UK market”, the judges said.
WEINGUT-JAEGER.AT
JAEGER@WEINGUT-JAEGER.AT

Weingut Familie Schuster
Grüner Veltliner Alte
Reben, Wagram 2019
Terroir-driven Grüner Veltliner with plenty of depth
and flavour from Wagram
ABV 13.5% 		
EX-CELLARS PRICE €6.50
Like the producers of so many of this selection of
Breakthrough Wines, the Schuster family has winemaking
roots that go back several generations. Based in
Großriedenthal, the family makes wines that are beautiful
expressions of the local terroir they know so well.
Our judges enjoyed this old-vine example, with one
judge particularly impressed. “Quite aromatic; lemon
pith, blossom, tart apples. A certain richness to it. High
bracing acidity on the palate. Good body and weight.
Slightly pithy finish. Clean and refreshing.”
The packaging, meanwhile, is “clean and understated”,
the judge added, and the pricing sensible. “At £16.99
RRP this is a worthy end-of-week dinner wine. It has
exactly the right balance between the refreshing and the
weighty.”
Another judge was slightly less enthusiastic thanks
largely to the price, but thought the wine had the
sufficient quality that it “could work in UK retail/on-trade”
all the same.
WEINGUT-SCHUSTER.AT		
OFFICE@WEINGUT-SCHUSTER.AT
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Lenz Moser Kremstal
DAC Grüner Veltliner
2019
Solid entry-level Grüner Veltliner for customers looking
to start their Austrian vinous journey
ABV 12.5%
EX-CELLARS PRICE €3.85
If Austrian wine is to build its brand recognition and sales
in the UK market, it needs top-end fine wines. But it’s
important not to overlook the lower price points where
many customers will be looking to start their Austrian
wine adventure.
That’s where wines like this come in. “Good solid
Grüner Veltliner nose and palate,” the judges said.
“Pale straw. Stone fruit – white peach – and spice.
Juicy, comfortable Grüner, easy to enjoy but elegant and
linear; focused, mineral. A bit of pith but mainly steely
fresh citrus fruit. Good length and balance.
“It would make a solid listing as a mid-level wine.
At this price point it could be a
good gateway Grüner Veltliner
for customers unfamiliar
to the style. We know the
producer, and we can respect
the intention behind this wine.
Pricing is good and limits the
customer risk.”
LENZMOSER.AT		
EXPORTSALES@LENZMOSER.AT

Fink & Kotzian
Ried Königsberg
Niederösterreich 2017
Commercially attractive and balanced Grüner Veltliner
with unmissable packaging
ABV 13.5% 		
EX-CELLARS PRICE €6
A wine that is “fit for a king” is what the small family
producer Fink & Kotzian promise from their Grüner
Veltliner grown in the “king’s rock” or Königsberg
vineyard.
And the judges certainly thought it was fit for the UK
market, giving unanimous approval. “I really enjoyed
this,” said our first judge. “The nose was quite fresh, with
citrus and stone fruit. The palate was wide and fresh, with
great racy acidity and very enjoyable in the sun. Thank
you!”
Our second judge was more succinct but no less
enthusiastic: “Straw, tropical nose, citrus and tropical ...
commercial, and appealing to a wide audience.”
The packaging was a little more divisive, but, like it or
hate it, it’s likely to get your customers talking, and some
are sure to “like the mesmeric effect of the circles and the
pale green”.
WEINFINK.AT		
CHRISTIAN@WEINFINK.AT
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Weingut MAD Grüner
Veltliner Leithaberg DAC
2018

Fritz Salomon - Gut
Oberstockstall Brunnen
Grüner Veltliner 2016

Crazy name, crazily delicious wine – a typical
Burgenland Grüner that exceeds expectations
ABV 13.5% 		
EX-CELLARS PRICE €7
This winery’s unusual name could make for a quirky
talking point according to the Breakthrough Wines
judges. “The ‘MAD’ is a big selling point and I can imagine
the British market would buy it as the ‘MAD wine’,” said
one judge.
The same judge thought the packaging was also fit for
purpose, “Good label – appropriate, if not outstanding. It
doesn’t set our world on fire, but we like that it does the
job. The gold seal is fine.”
But it was the wine itself that really earned a
Breakthrough place.
Said one judge: “Simple white floral nose. Elegant,
well balanced palate with grippy, pithy citrus and grape
tannin. Lightly peppered finish. More white flowers,
hints of peach and zingy citrus persist on the finish. At
first simple but it grows on you and leaves a very classy
impression.”
And another view: “Clearly
Burgenland Grüner Veltliner: typical
fruit and lower acidity than the north
but appropriate for the style. Very
well balanced, and sophisticated
palate. Lovely finish, though not
too lengthy. Very enjoyable.”
WEINGUT-MAD.AT		
OFFICE@WEINGUT-MAD.AT

Complex, high quality white Burgundy alternative with
the potential for cult status
ABV 13% 		
EX-CELLARS PRICE €7.50
This outstanding Grüner Veltliner met with unanimous,
vociferous approval – at least as far as the wine itself goes.
“Aromas of acacia honey and flor from sherry, some
toffee sweetness – an unusual but interesting nose
(speaking as a fan of manzanilla),” said one judge.
“Then, an elegant palate that bursts with spiced apples,
cinnamon, yoghurt and pepper. A complex and enduring
finish. A very interesting, bolder style of Grüner.”
Another judge picked up the theme. “Washing
detergent nose? Not sure what it is. Obviously natural
wine. Very pleasant, actually. This is an interesting wine –
the palate is round and enjoyable.”
The packaging was liked and disliked in equal measure,
but “this would be an exciting wine to offer my customers
as an alternative to white Burgundy and creamier, fuller
bodied white wines. It would almost certainly sell well on
my list.”
FRITZSALOMON.AT		
INFO@FRITZSALOMON.AT
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Weingut Schabl Roter
Veltliner Königsbrunn
Wagram 2018
Textured, defined and organic classiness – and at a
sensible price
ABV 12.5%
EX-CELLARS PRICE €8
Another Roter Veltliner that prompted praise across the
board, this time from a fifth-generation family, organic
producer in Königsbrunn am Wagram.
“Waxy nose with stone fruits, apple and pepper,” said
one judge. “Some smokiness and butterscotch. Ripe
and richly mouth-coating. Loads of peach. Hints of egg
custard. Textured and silky, feels lovely and defined.
Smoke, quince, spice on the finish. The wine is easy to
love. It also offers something different
to the rest of my Austrian wines. I’m
a bit put off by the packaging but the
price for the quality is good.”
And a second opinion: “This is good,
interesting wine, with honeysuckle and
good fruit that we very much enjoyed.
It’s also sensibly priced compared to
some others. We decided this would fit
in well on the shelf, though we would
probably not shift huge volumes.”
WEINGUT-SCHABL.AT 		
PAUL@WEINGUT-SCHABL.AT

Weingut
Setzer Roter Veltliner
Ried Kreimelberg
Niederösterreich 2018
A superb, mouth-hugging example of Grüner Veltliner’s
lesser-known sibling
ABV 14% 		
EX-CELLARS PRICE €7.42
Roter Veltliner isn’t as well known in the UK as its Grüner
sibling, but, with wines of the quality of Weingut Setzer’s,
it’s a variety that’s worth getting to know.
And there was no dispute among the judges about the
quality here. “Good ripeness and intensity on the palate.
The acidity is fresh and we love the fruit. Pineapple, with
pleasant texture. A mouth-hugger. We both immediately
loved the wine on taste, and think it is a superb example
of Roter Veltliner. A very classy feeling to this wine!
“This is a high quality wine that offers reasonable value
– though a hard sell at its price point. There is a market
for this style and, although relatively unknown, the grape
provides a level of intrigue while still offering the familiar
‘Veltliner’ that UK customers are becoming accustomed
to.”
WEINGUT-SETZER.AT 		
SETZER@WEINGUT-SETZER.AT
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Fink & Kotzian OT
Reserve, Niederösterreich
2016
Delightful, mature oak-aged blend of Chardonnay and
Pinot Blanc – the best of the OT three?
ABV 13% 		
EX-CELLARS PRICE €10
Mature at four years old, and, like the straight OT 2017 an
equal-parts blend of Chardonnay and Pinot Blanc, the
2016 OT Reserve may have been the favourite of the three
wines entered in the Breakthrough competition from the
OT range by Fink & Kotzian.
The judges were full of enthusiasm. “Subtle oak and
stone fruit nose – with similar flavours on the palate
underpinned with some creaminess and a rich yet dry
finish. Nice wine,” said one judge.
“Pale white gold; brilliant. Some oak evident, some
butter and nuts, flowers and white peach. A tasty ripe
palate, plenty of acid, nice and long with some slight
pithiness. Perfect use of oak,” said another.
As a “delicious and interesting” wine in “stand-out”
packaging, it’s a “nice blend with full rich flavours and
fairly priced that could work well” in the UK independent
scene.
WEINFINK.AT		
CHRISTIAN@WEINFINK.AT

Fink & Kotzian OT,
Niederösterreich 2017
An unoaked Chardonnay-Pinot Blanc blend from Fink &
Kotzian’s flagship OT range
ABV 13% 		
EX-CELLARS PRICE €6
All three OT wines entered into the Breakthrough Wines
competition from Fink & Kotzian had some appeal for
at least one judge. And it was interesting to see how
variations in oak, blend and vintage hit the spot in
different ways for different tasters.
For the OT 2017, the blend is 50/50 Chardonnay/Pinot
Blanc, a combination that works beautifully here, where
the wine is unadorned by oak, having been fermented
and aged entirely in stainless steel.
“The nose has poached pears and subtle spice. The
palate has a lovely texture to it,” said one judge. “It’s not
lacking in acidity and bite, though.”
Fink & Kotzian’s trademark “trippy” packaging seems to
work better for some judges than others, but one liked the
“variation on a nice theme” for a “very good wine at fair
price, which makes it commercially viable”.
“Cracking value – at this price I possibly prefer it to its
big reserve brother.”
WEINFINK.AT		
CHRISTIAN@WEINFINK.AT
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Weingut Wien Cobenzl
Ried Seidenhaus Grinzing, 1 ÖTW,
Weißburgunder, Wien
2018

Leo Hillinger Pinot Blanc
Leithaberg DAC 2017

Not the cheapest, but judges agreed it’s worth taking a
punt on this multi-layered Pinot Blanc
ABV 13.5% 		
EX-CELLARS PRICE €21
It would be fair to say that the judges loved this wine,
a 100% Weissburgunder (Pinot Blanc) from the Vienna
region.
“Floral nose with some spiced pears too,” said one
judge. “The palate is multi-layered; citrus fruit gives way
to marzipan and more spice but the finish is elegant and
dry. It’s very good indeed, and long, too.”
With a €21 ex-cellars price tag, that quality comes at a
cost, but our judges were not put off. “It’s not cheap, but
then again, it’s very good,” one judge said. “Price is very
high but the quality of the juice is great, so while it might
be a hard sell I think the wine
would definitely warrant
repeat purchase.”
As for the branding,
one judge thought the
“smart” labels and deep
punt provided “stand
out”; another thought the
communication could be
clearer. Still, “it tastes fab,
though!”
WEINGUTCOBENZL.AT		
OFFICE@WEINGUTCOBENZL.AT

A gorgeous white wine with great complexity –
expensive but with definite appeal
ABV 12.5%		
EX-CELLARS PRICE €16.90
The second wine from Leo Hillinger’s stylish operation
certainly pushed a lot of the right buttons with the judges.
A 100% Pinot Blanc, it got very high marks for its quality
and style. According to one judge: “The nose and palate
are both really complex. Hazelnuts, even banana coming
through with rich melon fruit, too. This has layers of
flavour. It’s like a still wine with old vintage Champagne
characteristics. Very good.”
The packaging was a little more divisive, with both
judges picking up on a certain illegibility, even if they
found the aesthetics attractive.
The price however, while high, was considered fair and
at least workable. “Expensive but very good. It would
need a quality entry-level wine alongside it to work,”
suggested one judge, while another said: “I have some
customers who would adore this wine as they like oak/
lean fruit styles.”
LEO-HILLINGER.COM
OFFICE@LEO-HILLINGER.COM
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Weingut Buchmayer
Gelber Muskateller
Ried Äußere Bergen,
Niederösterreich 2019

Fink & Kotzian Riesling
Berg und Meer Artist
Proof, Niederösterreich
2018

Accessible and enjoyable introduction to a grape
variety that deserves to be better known in the UK
ABV 12%
EX-CELLARS PRICE €6.20
After impressing the judges with an example of Austria’s
best-known white grape variety, Grüner Veltliner, the
family-run Buchmayer estate follows up with a highly
attractive take on the rather less well-known Gelber
Muskateller.
And, once again, it found an appreciative audience.
In the words of one judge: “Beautiful nose, if a little
restrained: some yellow fruit, and flowers. Intensity grows
through the mid-palate. Has a higher acidity and virtual
salinity that is very agreeable. Finish is mineral-driven,
and enjoyable. A gastronomic wine.
“We think this wine would perform well,” the judge
continued. “There are other Gelber Muskatellers in the
same price range that are rounder and bring a little more
to the table, but this is a different stylistic expression and
would be a good way to introduce the grape to aromatic
wine lovers. We’d like more intensity,
but that’s not always a good thing for
customers who prefer more subtle,
approachable styles.”
WEINGUT-BUCHMAYER.AT		
OFFICE@WEINGUT-BUCHMAYER.AT

Well-made Riesling from one of the breakout stars of
Breakthrough Wines
ABV 12.5% 		
EX-CELLARS PRICE €5
As the name on the label suggests, this wine has been
packaged with great attention to detail by the consistently
excellent producer, Fink & Kotzian.
And our judges were intrigued by the results. “Is
it an artist label? It’s striking and stands out,” said
one. “Love the name ‘artist proof’. The design is eyecatching immediately. It could be brighter in the style
but nonetheless I think customers would pick it up. It’s
obvious it’s a Riesling by label and bottle shape.”
The wine inside is no less intriguing. “Racy palate with
limes, freesia flowers, packs of fennel and a little touch
of honeysuckle sweetness on the finish,” said one judge.
“I actually really like the fennel notes here. Something
different and well made.
“This would do really well. It ticks all the boxes: price,
packaging, quality.”
WEINFINK.AT		
CHRISTIAN@WEINFINK.AT
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Wein Gölles Cuvee 1,
Vulkanland Steiermark
2015
A blend of local Austrian varieties with Merlot that
works at a fair price with attractive packaging
ABV 12.9%
EX-CELLARS PRICE €10.56
How does a wine merchant introduce new consumers
to Austrian red varieties that they may never have heard
of before? One way is to sell them a blend featuring
such exciting natives as Blauer Zweigelt and St Laurent
alongside something international such as Merlot.
That’s the precise blend here and, as far as the
Breakthrough Wines judges were concerned, it worked
very well indeed. As one judge said: “The Merlot adds
plushness, so it could perhaps be a good introduction to
Zweigelt and St Laurent for first timers.”
Another judge, meanwhile, praised the packaging: “I
like the wrapping paper label, it’s very Kernel Beer-like,”
they said.
With “a toasty oak nose with cherry and blackberry fruit
on the palate and the clear use of some barriques, there’s
some nice weight to the wine with rich dark fruits and a
nice finish. It’s a lovely wine – good fruit, nice balance and
a rounded finish – and fairly priced.”
WEINBAU-GOELLES.AT		
OFFICE@WEINBAU-GOELLES.AT

Weingut Landauer
Gewürztraminer Spätlese,
Burgenland 2018
Delightful sweet Gewürztraminer that hits its price
point with flair
ABV 11.5% 			
EX-CELLARS PRICE €6.90
As a wine, there was a lot of love for this sweetly balanced
Burgenland Gewürz among the Breakthrough Wines
judges.
“Lovely nose: rose petals and lychee; a little riper fruit,”
said one judge. “I really enjoyed the fact that the palate
isn’t too overblown. It’s very sophisticated, with medium
intensity. The finish is long, and welcome. Good texture
on the palate. Delightful.”
The pricing, too, seemed to our judges to be just right.
“For the grape, the price is very competitive for the
quality: there are plenty of disappointing Gewürz around
at the shelf-price this would be. An easy recommendation
for aromatic food, and we’d happily take some home.
“The main room for improvement is in the label and
making it more obviously Gewürz when you see it on a
shelf. It’s easily lost in a crowd at the moment. Without
the flag on top it could be from anywhere.”
WEINGUTLANDAUER.AT 		
WEINGUT@LANDAUER.INFO
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Weingut Familie
Auer St Laurent Bio,
Thermenregion 2017

Michael Auer Cuveé
Debüt, Carnuntum DAC
2018

Beautiful organic introduction to the charms of
Austria’s St Laurent
ABV 12.5% 		
EX-CELLARS PRICE €8.30
Three generations are currently involved in producing
wines at the Auer family’s winery in the heart of the
Thermenregion, all of them committed to the organic
practices they feel are necessary for making the best
wines from their various vineyard sites.
It’s a commitment that leads to high quality as
well as virtue, as the Breakthrough Wines judges can
attest. “Plush fresh nose of red fruits and some hints
of gameyness provide elegance,” said one judge of this
100% St Laurent. “Light and tangy on the palate with
strawberries and pepper. The fruit feels a little stewed and
turns almost chocolatey in the finish but it’s lifted with
refreshing herbaceous notes. The finish is long and spicy –
I really like that about this wine.”
The price too, seems fair, even if the packaging, the
judges thought, could do with a bit of work. “Delicious
wine at a good price and a lovely introduction to St
Laurent, all of which makes it an
exciting wine,” said one judge.
“I would consider contacting the
producer based on quality,” added
another.
WEINGUTAUER.AT			
OFFICE@WEINGUTAUER.AT

Good quality wine at a fair price point that would sit
well in a premium range
ABV 13.5% 		
EX-CELLARS PRICE €8.30
Another red that makes the most of Merlot’s plumpness
alongside native varieties, this impressive red is a blend
of 60% Zweigelt with 20% Blaufränkisch and 20% of the
Bordeaux native.
It was a blend that impressed the Breakthrough judges,
although one did suggest it might need a little time in
bottle to come fully into harmony.
“The nose is full of cherrywood smoke and dark
chocolate, the judge said. “It feels mysterious and
attractive. Very coarse tannins and quite chunky fruit,
plums and black cherries. A nice hint of chocolate … it
smooths out a little on the finish with pops of red fruits.
Leathery and drying. A very interesting wine but perhaps
not yet 100% aligned in balance. Some time in bottle
might be needed.”
With a “very smart label”, this is a “good quality wine
at a fair price point that would definitely sit well in a
premium range”.
WEINGUT-AUER.COM			
MICHAEL@WEINGUT-AUER.COM
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Weingut Ernst
Blaufränkisch Goldberg,
Burgenland 2016
Sumptuous Blaufränkisch with a mix of kirsch and
blackberry fruit
ABV 14.5% 		
EX-CELLARS PRICE €16
There was unanimous approval for this sumptuous
Blaufränkisch from this small producer, working from fruit
in Burgenland’s Goldberg vineyard.
“A mix of kirsch and blackberry fruit on the nose with a
whiff of smoke too. The palate starts with a savoury, spicy
edge that gives way to more plush cherry fruit. Lovely
balance of acidity and tannin and fruit,” was one judge’s
description.
Another judge added, “Ruby with a purple core.
Really delicious; ripe and immediately appealing and
gastronomic, too.”
Judges also loved the presentation, giving top marks
for a stylish effort that is both “simple and smart” in their
opinion.
The only point of contention was price, with one judge
looking to shave a little off the ex-cellars figure, and
another suggesting it’s a “very well made wine that is also
well-priced. There’s nothing to fault here. It’s great wine
that looks the part.”

Weingut Familie Auer
St Laurent Reserve Bio,
Thermenregion 2016

WEINGUTERNST.AT
INFO@WEINGUTERNST.AT

More great organic St Laurent from this family
producer, with a step up in quality and price
ABV 13% 		
EX-CELLARS PRICE €22
Another Breakthrough entry from this meticulous, familyowned organic producer in the Thermenregion, and
another St Laurent, this time with a little extra intensity
and texture – a genuine step up in a quality that earned
high marks across the board.
“Dark cherry and plummy fruit underpinned by toasty
oak … the rich sweet fruit follows on to the palate with
a silky mouthfeel and good long finish. Class,” said one
judge.
“A rich and textured palate with lots of plush plums,
chocolate and cherries with a soft, savoury finish. Lots
of nice fruit and a support of tertiary character that adds
some lovely structure and length,” added another.
Would price be a stumbling block? “It’s a quality wine,
and they clearly used some good barrels so it’s a fair
price,” said one judge.
“The price is very high, so it would be a difficult sell.
However it’s a stunning wine and I’d love to share it in low
volumes with some of my best customers,” said another.
WEINGUTAUER.AT			
OFFICE@WEINGUTAUER.AT
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Weingut Markus
Lentsch Blauer Zweigelt,
Burgenland 2018
A good introduction to Blauer Zweigelt at a very
attractive price for the UK independent trade
ABV 12.5%		
EX-CELLARS €7
Markus Lentsch is a 20ha family-run estate that
makes a range of wines from Zweigelt, St Laurent and
Blaufränkisch for red, and Welschriesling, Chardonnay,
and Pinot Gris for whites, in the Seewinkel on the east
bank of the Neusiedlersee in Burgenland.
This Breakthrough Wine is a 100% Zweigelt that at least
one of the judges thought was well placed to make a
splash in the UK.
“Good initial fruit and well balanced acidity,” the judge
said. “It’s a pretty style with a long savoury finish. It would
work well.”
The wine is only part of the story, of course, and there
was a sense that this is a product that has been priced in
the right area for a grape that is still classed among the
lesser known in the UK – and with “upmarket packaging”
to boot.
WEINGUT-LENTSCH.COM		
INFO@WEINGUT-LENTSCH.COM

Michael Auer Rubin
Carnuntum 2018
A top-notch Zweigelt from a very talented winemaker
ABV 13.5% 		
EX-CELLARS PRICE €11.30
And for his next trick … another fine red Breakthrough
contribution from Michael Auer, this time offering a
Zweigelt that wowed the judges with its quality and
varietal character.
“Good aromatic intensity – typical Zweigelt fruit
present on the nose and palate. Some darker fruit, and
smooth tannin,” the judges said.
“Very round with good red-fruit characteristics. Some
indication of spice and a long medium-intensity finish.”
They liked the look too: “A very tidy piece of packaging
– visually interesting, though it could make a bigger
statement about the provenance. We like this, and think it
would sit nicely on a shelf.
“It’s priced for a serious buyer,” the judges added. “It
would lend itself to a plethora of customers. The palate
overdelivers and the labelling is respectable.”
WEINGUT-AUER.COM			
MICHAEL@WEINGUT-AUER.COM
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Weingut Salzl
Seewinkelhof,
Neusiedlersee DAC,
Burgenland 2018

Weingut Markus Lentsch
Zweigelt Reserve,
Neusiedlersee DAC,
Burgenland 2017

A 100% Zweigelt with good fruit that plays well in its
price bracket
ABV 13.5% 		
EX-CELLARS PRICE €7
Three generations of the Salzl family work the land and
winery at their eponymous winery, located in Illmitz
in the Seewinkel National Park in the heart of eastern
Austria’s Burgenland red-winemaking heartland.
The family seems to have got the hang of producing
wines that are as attractively priced as they are to drink,
with this commercially sound 100% Zweigelt a case in
point, according to the Breakthrough Wines judges.
“Some caramel and butterscotch on the nose … good
soft and easy,” said one judge. “The mid-palate carries the
wine and the acidity is well-balanced.”
“Lean and fresh with good length and evident crunch,”
added another judge.
With packaging that “has some personality”, it’s a “good
introduction to the style, and wouldn’t be too much of a
risk. Plays very well in its price bracket.”
WEIN-SALZL.AT		
SALZL@WEIN-SALZL.AT

Serious but quirky at the same time – a commercially
interesting wine that justifies its price tag
ABV 14%
EX-CELLARS PRICE €14
Breakthrough Wine number two for this family-run
Burgenland winery is a successful, seamless step-up in
quality, with a oak-aged, 100% Zweigelt.
The judges were impressed with the quality. “Great
barrel influence on the nose,” said one. “It feels very
serious going in. The palate is more robust, but still with
classic Zweigelt cherry. Nice and complex, with a great
finish.”
“It’s very oaked and jam-packed full of fruit,” was how
another judge described it. “Too tight on the mouthfeel
but highly commercial.”
As with the estate’s other wines, the packaging “has
some character … it’s nice to see something like this,”
said one judge, while another said “I quite like the quirky
nature”.
All told, it’s a wine with a bright commercial future.
“This is a fantastic and serious wine. It is presented well
and would be a very impressive wine to show at a tasting.
It just about justifies the price point, and would compete
favourably against similarly priced wines.”
INFO@WEINGUT-LENTSCH.COM 		
WEINGUT-LENTSCH.COM
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Weingut Ceel Syrah
Reserve, Rust, Burgenland
2017
Proof of Austria’s diversity, a 100% Syrah of seriously
good quality
ABV 13.5% 		
EX-CELLARS PRICE €11
Independents may love indigenous grape varieties. But
they also understand that a lot of their customers are still
looking for the names they know and love best. Austria is
well placed to meet both needs, however, as this excellent
take on Syrah from the Rust sub-region of Burgenland
proves.
According to one Breakthrough judge it has a “big,
juicy, rich, full mouthfeel with well-balanced oak. It shows
a degree of complexity on the finish.”
It also comes with “a good modern label – attractive
and very stylish with a clean use of simplicity.”
That adds up to a wine with plenty of commercial
potential, according to the Breakthrough Wine judges.
“An exceptional all-round package, with pretty much all
the ducks in a row.”
WEINGUTCEEEL.AT		
FRANZ@WEINGUTCEEL.AT

Stefan Zehetbauer
Cabernet Franc Ried
Steinberg, Burgenland
2017

A grippy, spicy example of what Burgenland can
achieve with an increasingly popular grape
ABV 13.5%
EX-CELLARS PRICE €11.90
Even if it might not be the first variety that UK drinkers
will associate with the country, Austrian winemakers have
proved themselves to be adept with Cabernet Franc, and
this single-site example from Burgenland certainly won
over the Breakthrough Wines judges.
“Inviting nose, instantly identifiable varietal
characteristics – blackcurrant and some classic capsicum
on the nose,” said one.
“The palate is complex and well integrated, fruit is
balanced nicely with the vegetal flavours, and it’s a very
good example of the style. The finish could be stronger,
but all in all a very good wine.”
There was more praise. “Very grippy with good varietal
character and length. Some very ripe tannins thoughout.
A fruit-laden finish but complex and layered with spices.”
While the judges thought the packaging could do with a
bit of “modernisation”, and at least one thought the price
a little too ambitious, there was a sense that the quality
would make it a “very possible” listing for adventurous
merchants.
ZEHETBAUERWEIN.AT		
OFFICE@ZEHETBAUERWEIN.AT
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Weingut Schwarzböck
Riesling Sekt Brut

Weingut Schabl Pet Nat
2018

A 100% Riesling, commercially appealing Austrian
sparkler that could work well by the glass or on tasting
ABV 12.5%
EX-CELLAR €8.60
Austria has a good track record in making attractive, wellpriced sparkling wines, and here’s a good example of the
Sekt breed, made from 100% Riesling.
In the glass our judges found a “bright nose of candied
lime, lees and yoghurt. Zingy palate, lots of persistent
fizz, jasmine and bubblegum. Light in style. The finish is
simple and mainly primary fruit but it’s long and offers an
overall satisfying experience.”
Judges saw some commercial potential in a wine that
offers something a little bit different in an increasingly
crowded sparkling market. “A fresh and interesting wine
I’d like to field at a wine tasting,” said one.
“Personally, I’m not convinced this style is in much
demand, but I can imagine there is a market for it in my
audience. I would be able to sell it reliably by the glass.”

A high-quality, attractive Austrian version of the
fashionable “pétillant naturel” style of sparkling wine
ABV 12.5% 		
EX-CELLAR PRICE €17
The pét nat style is suddenly everywhere – not least in the
natural wine bars of London, Paris and Vienna. But not
all versions are created equal – and only a few can match
Weingut Schabl’s for quality and drinkability.
“Lovely and attractive golden colour. Light nose of
honeysuckle, perfume and green herbs,” said the judges.
“Soft with a kind of tangy, onion note, citrus rind, orange
and pepper. Interesting, albeit a little bittersweet. Finish is
mid-length. Would love this with some salty foods.”
With its “cute” packaging – and with a little flexibility on
price perhaps – our judges thought it could find a place in
the UK market. “An enjoyable wine, and one I’d be happy
to use to introduce customers to the style as there are a
lot of more esoteric Pet Nats out there that might be more
intimidating. Not hazy is a great sight. It’s priced itself
out of our market, but would work well in a higher end
restaurant as an aperitif.”

SCHWARZBOECK.AT 		
WEINGUT@SCHWARZBOECK.AT

WEINGUT-SCHABL.AT		
OFFICE@WEINGUT-SCHABL.AT

Skoff Original Sauvignon
Blanc Reservé Brut Sekt,
Steiermark NV

Fritz Salomon Gut
Oberstockstall
Pétillant Naturel NV

Food-friendly sparkling wine from Sauvignon Blanc
that retains the variety’s fruit flavours but adds a little
something extra
ABV 13.5%
EX-CELLARS PRICE €19.90
Sparkling Sauvignon Blanc is a little bit of a Marmite
proposition, and not every judge fell in love with this
version from the Steiermark. But those who liked it liked
it very much indeed. Enough, certainly, to spread the
word to other potential fans looking for a sparkling wine
with a difference – although the judges did feel the price
needed to come down a little bit to make it even more
attractive commercially.
“It immediately has Sauvignon appeal,” one judge
said. “Apricot jam and canned peaches on the nose over
tart gooseberry aromas. So sniffable! Fruit-driven on the
palate and surprisingly low acidity. A kind of tonic-like
mousse where the bubbles feel large and a tad scratchy.
Finish is long, bittersweet and warming. It would work
well in the on-trade next to scallops or something similar.
Definitely a foodie’s wine.”

An intriguing biodynamic natural sparkling wine made
from the indigenous red Austrian variety, Zweigelt
ABV 12.5%
EX-CELLARS PRICE €7
The second pet nat to make it into our Breakthrough
selection is 100% made from the local Zweigelt red
variety. That’s one point of difference for adventurous
wine consumers.
Our judges were again somewhat divided in their
opinion over what is, after all, a divisive wine style, but
there was a lot of love from some of them. “Attractive,
lightly orange-hued rose colour,” said one. “There’s a
clean, fruit-driven nose of strawberries, cooked cherries
and pink grapefruit. Immediately attractive. Smooth,
spicy palate full of cherries, cinnamon and vanilla.
Delightful finish.”
But will it sell? “I imagine there are some merchants
who do well with this style. The price is also pretty
reasonable for the category, so it could be a good way for
merchants to test the waters. Demeter and Bio labels are
a BIG plus.”

SKOFFORIGINAL.COM 		
WEINGUT@SKOFFORIGINAL.COM

FRITZSALOMON.AT 		
INFO@FRITZSALOMON.AT
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Weingut Setzer
Weinviertel DAC Ausstich
2019

Fink & Kotzian
Weinviertel DAC Ried
Hintern Dorf 2018

Great value Grüner from a family estate with deep
roots in the Hohenwarth area
ABV 12.5%
EX-CELLARS PRICE €4.27
The Setzer family have had vineyards at their farm in
the relatively high (400m above sea level) lands around
Hohenwarth since the early 1700s, but it wasn’t until
2001 that the decision was taken to focus their operation
entirely on wine.
It’s a move that would have met with the approval of
one of our Breakthrough Wines judging panel, who gave
high marks to the Setzer’s Grüner Veltliner Weinvertel DAC
Ausstich 2019.
“White pepper, and Granny Smiths – the perfect
Weinvertel Grüner. The palate has lovely weight to it –
chilled down I could drink it all day,” the judge said
The packaging, too, lived up to the quality inside the
bottle. “So simple and with some stand-out colour, too,”
the judge added.
Can it succeed in the UK market? “It’s a great value, well
made wine,” the judge said. “It has everything going for
it.”

Strikingly packaged Grüner Veltliner with plenty to like
inside the bottle, too
ABV 13%
EX-CELLARS PRICE €5
In a world filled with tens of thousands of brands
and labels, the importance of shelf standout cannot
be underestimated. Fink & Kotzian’s Grüner Veltliner
certainly stands out from the crowd. “Love this modern
approach to label design. Very much aimed at the vibrant
modern younger drinker or the on-trade environment,”
said one Breakthrough Wines judge. “It’s slightly trippy
but it would grab attention on the shelf,” added another.
The wine itself divided opinion, but was much loved by
one judge for its combination of quality, authenticity and
reasonable pricing.
“I like the wine and the price is very good – if correct,”
they said. “A bit more weight to this wine, and deeper
colour too. A touch of richness on the palate underpinned
with clean acidity. Good finish. Picked later?”

Weingut Setzer
Weinviertel DAC Reserve
“8000” 2018

Weingut Jäger Grüner
Veltliner Smaragd Ried
Achleiten 2018

A reserve-tier take on Grüner Veltliner for the serious
Austrian wine-lover
ABV 14%
EX-CELLARS PRICE €10.01
The measure of a good reserve wine is how much of a
step up in quality and intensity it provides compared to
more everyday bottlings. And for one Breakthrough Wines
judge, Weingut Setzer has very much managed to provide
the next rung up the quality ladder with a wine sourced
from one of the estate’s best, highest-density vineyards,
and which is aged until the spring after vintage on its fine
lees.
“Subtle honey and mixed spice on the nose with
creamy apple fruit on the palate,” the judge said. “The
wine has great balance of fruit, acidity and weight. It’s
very classy indeed.”
With “simple but good” packaging that features a
“classic label on a bold colour”, it’s a “good quality wine
from a producer that obviously knows what it is doing.”

Another smart Grüner from this family-run Wachau
producer based in the village of Weißenkirchen
ABV 14.5%
EX-CELLARS PRICE €14
The second Breakthrough Wine from this multigenerational family producer in the village of
Weißenkirchen in the heart of the Wachau is a true terroir
wine.
That terroir, according to the Jäger family’s publicity
material, is “sand made from Gföhler gneiss, which forms
a wonderful basis for the vines. For centuries, the rainwashed soil in the Achleiten ried was carried up again by
hand – the river sands mixed with the weathered primary
rock. This special soil characterises the wine and its
finesse-rich play of aromas.”
One member of the Breakthrough Wines judging panel
was particularly impressed by the Grüner Veltliner that
emerged from that vineyard in 2018. “Very attractive with
recognisable Smaragd fruit. Very appealing. Green ripe fruit
with good length and spice. Elegant and impressive finish.”
And all that with a bottle featuring the “classic” Jäger
label with its “strong customer appeal”.

WIENFINK.AT 		
CHRISTIAN@WEINFINK.AT

WEINGUT-SETZER.AT
SETZER@WEINGUT-SETZER.AT

WEINGUT-SETZER.AT		
SETZER@WEINGUT-SETZER.AT

WEINGUT-JAEGER.AT		
JAEGER@WEINGUT-JAEGER.AT
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Weingut Alois Höllerer
Ried Ganslgraben Grüner
Veltliner Kamptal DAC

Weingut Steyrer Bernhard
Grüner Veltliner
Terrassen Traisental DAC
Reserve Ried Rampl 2017

Pleasing, fairly priced, varietally true Grüner Veltliner
that works well in its competitive set
ABV 13%
EX-CELLARS PRICE €6.50
It’s not always easy to get the balance of wine quality
with price right, but here’s a wine that does just that with
thoughtfully designed packaging to boot.
The judges admired what one of them described as a
“classic Grüner nose: not too intense, quite subtle. On
the palate it’s fresh and approachable, with easy fruit.
There’s good, balanced acidity, and an enjoyable and
clean finish.”
Another judge picked out “white peach, stone fruit and
lots of acidity but it makes a mouthfilling citrusy flavour
that is quite fun.”
The packaging, meanwhile, “looks good, modern and
intriguing, with clear naming. It’s quite a sharp label, not
too fussy. I like the motif within the circle.”
All of which means our judges “would be willing to give
it a go. The pricing puts it above the ‘great value’ mark,
and into ‘fair value’ considering the competitors in the
same price category.”

Classic, highly drinkable Grüner Veltliner from a
winery committed to sustainable viticulture
ABV 14% 		
EX-CELLARS PRICE €10
Having started out in the winemaking business in 1979,
the family behind Weingut Steyrer decided to specialise in
“aromatic, single-variety” wines in 1987.
At the same time, they’ve always been committed to
sustainable viticulture, believing that “the preservation of
the natural habitat and the protection of the environment
play an essential role in wine production”.
Our judges enjoyed the family’s Grüner Veltliner,
declaring it a “a good quality entry-point to the style, with
nothing risky about it. It has a restrained nose, appley
and typical, and an enjoyable palate that is clean with
medium-fruit intensity.
“All told, it’s a very pleasant drink, with a nice pure
finish, good food-friendly acidity, but also good on its
own.” If it’s “slightly pricey for the style, it’s nonetheless a
good wine that would sell”, the judges said.

Leo Hillinger Grüner
Veltliner Leithaberg DAC
2017

Weingut Alphart
Rotgipfler vom Berg,
Thermenregion 2019

Good Grüner typicity which will appeal to big spenders
ABV 13.5%		
EX-CELLARS PRICE €16.90
Our judges found a lot to like in this Leithaberg Grüner
from winegrower-cum-entrepreneur Leo Hillinger’s stylish
operation.
“Well put together, not too punchy, with some oxidative
character,” the judges said. “The fruit is typical Grüner,
and there’s a very well-executed integration that’s
happened over the last couple of years.
“A very nice style; the length is good and welcome with
some minerals – nice and dry, very pleasant. We enjoyed
this.”
The packaging also got a seal of approval from one
of the judges. “A well presented label; minimal but well
executed. Looks like a premium wine and would fit in well
with wines of a similar price. Clean and modern.”
Could it succeed in the UK? Our judges thought it could,
in the right retail environment. “There is a market for this
style, and it could work well with stores who have highervalue clients. A slow-burner, but one that some retailers
would welcome for their more adventurous customers.”

Aromatic fleshy white from an indigenous variety that
shows another string to Austria’s bow
ABV 13%
EX-CELLARS PRICE €8
Will Rotgipfler be the next big thing? It’s unlikely. But
when it’s made as well as this, the indigenous Austrian
variety is certainly capable of charming adventurous
customers in the independent trade.
“A perfumed, albeit slightly candied nose. Lean and
fresh with a sherbety tang on the palate some green
herbs, and spice. Feels fresh and youthful. Stone fruits
and pineapple on the finish. Overall it feels nicely complex
and well balanced,” the judges said.
“The packaging is smart, very classy and tasteful in
design,” said one. “Vintage, region, producer and grape
are all immediately clear. While it’s not reinventing the
wheel (but then neither is the wine itself), I do like the
design here.”
In sum it’s “slightly pricey but very good quality juice
and a nice introduction to the grape. It would please
those who hover between Sauvignon and Riesling in their
taste profiles.”

WEINGUT-HOELLERER.AT		
ALOIS@WEINGUT-HOELLERER.AT

LEO-HILLINGER.COM		
OFFICE@LEO-HILLINGER.COM

WEINGUT-STEYRER.AT
BERNHARD@WEINGUT-STEYRER.AT

ALPHART.COM 		
WEINGUT@ALPHART.COM
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Weingut Familie
Auer Rotgipfler Bio,
Thermenregion 2018

Fink & Kotzian OT
Reserve, Niederösterreich
2018

Charming interpretation of native grape Rotgipfler
that may need a bit of handselling
ABV 13% 		
EX-CELLARS PRICE €8.30
There’s no doubt that the judges enjoyed this, the second
of our Breakthrough examples of the relatively obscure
Austrian white variety, Rotgipfler.
In the words of one of the judges, it has a “soft, grassy,
hay-like nose with some limes and apples. An elegant,
silky texture in the mouth. Pink grapefruit, white peach
and saline notes. It’s pretty herbal on the finish but in a
clean, refreshing way. Turkish delight. To use a cliché,
summer in a glass!”
Another judge, meanwhile, described a “classic nose,
bold and with good persistence. The fruit is well matched
and there’s good texture. The complete package, and one
we really enjoyed tasting.”
If the packaging didn’t quite live up to the wine – “it’s
neither here nor there” – and if the pricing takes it into
handsell territory, this is nonetheless a product our
judges felt they “could get behind in store, no problem”.

Fink & Kotzian’s flagship reserve white cuvee goes
100% Chardonnay for the 2018 vintage
ABV 14% 		
EX-CELLARS PRICE €10
One of three wines from this impressive producer’s OT
range to make the Breakthrough cut is, in this vintage,
a 100% Chardonnay. It’s aged in a mix of new and used
Weidlinger oak in 300l and 228l barrels, with one third of
the blend placed in stainless steel.
It was loved by one judge, who enjoyed the “pale gold,
brilliant” appearance.
“A pleasant nose, oak and tree fruit; really lovely
texture, long and fine, and fun to drink.”
And while that judge would have liked to see some
mention of the grape variety on the label, they also liked
the packaging and its funky design ethos.
As a whole the 2018 OT Reserve has some “very good
potential” even if other judges felt previous vintages are
showing better right now.

Weinhof Seyfried Morillon
Vulkanland Steiermark
DAC 2018

Lenz Moser Prestige Pinot
Grigio, Burgenland 2019

WEINFINK.AT		
CHRISTIAN@WEINFINK.AT

WEINGUTAUER.AT		
OFFICE@WEINGUTAUER.AT

A Styrian Morillon (aka Chardonnay) made in an
attractively crisp and refreshing style
ABV 12%
EX-CELLARS PRICE €8.50
A family winery established in the 1980s and now run by
the two daughters of the founders, Weinhof Seyfried is a
winery with a big commitment to sustainable agriculture
and a broad range of varietals in the Steiermark DAC.
The judges very much enjoyed their take on
Chardonnay, labelled here using the local Styrian name
for the variety, Morillon, appreciating its subtlety and
balance.
“Very pale, white gold; brilliant,” said one judge. “A
kumquat, white peach nose. Nice fruity attack with well
balanced acidity. It’s very good in a non-shouty way.”
The packaging was also well liked. “There’s a smart
crest on the bottle and a nice cap and matching colour on
the label,” said one, while another judge described it as
“classy and understated”. All of which makes for what one
judge called an “interesting” commercial proposition.
WEINHOF-SEYFRIED.AT			
KONTAKT@WEINHOF-SEYFRIED.AT

A sound, international-style Pinot Grigio that could
work as a good-value option
ABV 13% 		
EX-CELLARS PRICE €3.85
One of the big names of Austrian wine has a knack of
producing good-quality commercially appealing wines
that are able to hit the right price points in international
markets.
And according to the Breakthrough judges that’s what
he’s come up with here again, in the shape of an attractive
version of a variety and style that still has considerable
mass appeal: fresh, crisp Pinot Grigio.
“Simple pithy citrus nose. More interesting on the
palate. A little off-dry. Sweet citrus and some herbaceous
qualities. Quite short on the finish, this is pleasant but
very simple in style,” the judges said.
On the whole it’s “good, pleasant wine”, the judges
continued. “Not something I’d get excited about stocking
but I know there’s commercial demand for decent Pinot
Grigio, so if a customer was looking I wouldn’t hesitate to
recommend this at around the £6-£8 retail price point.”
LENZMOSER.AT		
EXPORTSALES@LENZMOSER.AT
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Zull Riesling Innere
Bergen, Niederösterreich
2018

Weingut Setzer
Muskateller,
Niederösterreich 2019

Refreshing, mouthwatering Riesling that hits the right
notes
ABV 13%
EX-CELLARS PRICE €12
The second Breakthrough Wine from this impressive 20ha
producer in Schrattenthal, the self-styled “smallest wine
village in Austria”, and it’s another impressive wine.
A 100% Riesling from a single site with steep slopes
on poor, stony soils, it has, according to one judge, a
“pronounced nose of lemons and limes. It’s very clean
and fresh on the palate, with great acidity. Like someone
squeezed a lime over your tongue. Benchmark dry
Riesling.”
The packaging, too, had a fan, who described its simple
but stylish approach as “Gaja from Austria”, referencing
the similarly minimalist labelling of the great Piedmont
producer.
Put it all together and you have a wine with a good
chance of succeeding in the UK market, even at its
relatively high price. “A great example of Austrian Riesling
in smart packaging,” the judges concluded.

Good, affordable version of a lesser-known Austrian
aromatic white grape variety
ABV 11%
EX-CELLARS PRICE €4.13
If a lesser-known grape variety is going to win over a
larger audience, it’s important to have examples at a
variety of price points, and the Breakthrough Wines
judges were happy to see this entry putting the case for
Muskateller at an affordable level.
“Good aromatic nose,” said one judge. “We like the
floral character and it ticks the expected boxes for the
style. The palate is slightly more austere than we were
expecting, which we enjoy and which makes it cleaner
and more commercial. Some citrus on the palate, and a
good finish, but not too long. A gastronomic Muskateller.”
With packaging that is “eyecatching and bold in the
right way”, the wine is “very well priced and a good
opportunity to show off a new style”, the judges added.
“It represents a lower risk to consumers but the fact it’s
not bargain-basement pricing means this wine sits in the
sweet spot for an unknown grape.”

Juris Winery 2018
Gewürztraminer Golser,
Burgenland 2018

Weingut Familie Auer
Pinot Noir Reserve Bio,
Thermenregion 2016

Varietally true Gewürztraminer that would find a place
on many shelves for its food-matching potential
ABV 13.5%		
EX-CELLARS PRICE €9
Not all wines have to blow the minds of the retailer or
their customers. A lot of the time, a wine merchant is
looking for something that, while being delicious and an
all-round good pleasure to drink, does a very specific job,
and does it at the right price.
This Burgenland Gewürztraminer is one such wine,
our judges thought. “Classic Gewürztraminer nose – rose
petal and a little spice. The palate is consistent with the
nose, with a little acetone on mid-palate and a pleasant
amount of residual sugar. Quite a restrained style, but not
unpleasant for that. Its alcohol level suits it. It reminds me
of some north-Italian Gewürztraminer.
“I can see this working as a quirky wine people want to
try,” the judge continued. “I’m not sure what the hit-rate
of re-buying would be, but I think it would earn its place
as a good wine for pairing with certain well-known dishes,
particularly Thai.”

Extremely high-quality Pinot Noir that shows how good
the variety can be in Austria
ABV 13.5% 		
EX-CELLARS PRICE €22
We’ve grown familiar with the increased quality of
German Pinot Noir in recent years, but Austria’s can be
every bit as impressive, and the Breakthrough judges
were wowed by this example from Thermenregion.
The rave reviews begin with this verdict: “Bright light red
colour, slight garnet to the rim with a perfumed nose: red
cherries and violets. The palate is just as enjoyable, some
earthy notes, gentle tannic grip and juicy red cherry fruit.
The finish is long. This is a lovely wine. One of the best
wines I have tasted from this entire line-up.”
When it came to pricing, the judges weren’t quite so
unanimous; one thought it was just too high, despite the
quality. Another said, “It’s expensive, but it tastes like a
proper fine wine so no arguments.”
The packaging was less well regarded, but at least one
judge said they could “forgive it, because the wine is
delicious”.

ZULL.AT		
OFFICE@ZULL.AT

JURIS.AT		
OFFICE@JURIS.AT

WEINGUT-SETZER.AT			
SETZER@WEINGUT-SETZER.AT

WEINGUTAUER.AT 		
OFFICE@WEINGUTAUER.AT
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Juris Winery Pinot Noir
Golser, Burgenland 2017
Convincing Burgenland Pinot Noir nicely pitched in
style between the savoury and the fruit-driven
ABV 12.5% 		
EX-CELLARS PRICE €12.50
Pinot is one of the most competitive categories in the
wine world, with high-quality wines emerging from all
over the globe. Not all of them manage the balance
of price and quality, but this attractive wine from
Burgenland producer Juris just about manages it.
As one judge put it: “This is a high quality Pinot Noir
that bridges a style between fruity and more savoury
elegance. Not hugely expensive, so it’s accessible, and a
glimpse at a good Burgundian/European style.”
The “smart and simple” packaging also earned plaudits
from the Breakthrough judges, but it’s the wine inside
that really counts.
“Lovely bright colour, an almost Burgundian nose of
wild strawberries, some earthy notes and a touch of funk,”
they said.
“A light to medium-bodied Pinot with crisp acidity and
red fruits on the palate. A slightly short finish, but fresh,
and a nice glass of wine.”
JURIS.AT		
OFFICE@JURIS.AT

Weingut Markus
IRO St Laurent Ried
Herrschaftswald,
Burgenland 2018
A high-quality exhibition of Burgenland St Laurent’s
distinctive characteristics
ABV 13.5%
		
EX-CELLARS PRICE €18.40
If you’re looking for a wine to show off the distinctive
characteristics of St Laurent when grown in the heart of
Austrian red-wine country in the Burgenland, then at least
one Breakthrough Wines judge thinks this might be the
cuvee for you.
“Dark berries, plums and smoke,” the judge said. “This
has that lovely St Laurent blend of sweet smoky fruit and
smooth drinking style. It’s elegant and classy with a long
finish.”
The same judge rather liked the packaging, too. “Classic
black on white, the paper used is classy and there are nice
fonts. I like it,” they said.
“It’s punchy price-wise but it delivers on the nose and
palate,” the judge continued.
“It’s a smartly presented and delicious wine that ticks
all the boxes.”
MARKUSIRO.AT			
WEIN@MARKUSIRO.AT

Artner Ried Aubühl
1ÖTW, Carnuntum DAC
2017
A blend of Zweigelt and Blaufränkisch that justifies its
premium price tag
ABV 14%
EX-CELLARS PRICE €29
There’s no doubt that €29 ex-cellars is a lot to ask for a
red wine from anywhere. Once tax, duty and something
resembling a decent margin are factored in you’re looking
at serious fine-wine territory.
But at least one Breakthrough judge thought that was
exactly where this equal-parts blend of Zweigelt and
Blaufränkisch from a leading producer in the Carnuntum
DAC was operating. From its “simple and classy, faultless”
label and bottle, to the wine itself, this is definitely fine
wine, no matter the origin.
“This looks tastes and is an expensive wine, but it has
all the attributes to back it up,” the judge said.
“Beautiful nose of sweet oak and plummy fruit; intense
berries on the palate – rich and yet some crisp, almost
redcurrant-like acidity there as well. A long finish. Quality
wine, very well made, that looks and tastes the part.”
ARTNER.CO.AT		
WEINGUT@ARTNER.CO.AT

Weingut Ceel
Blaufränkisch Reserve,
Rust, Burgenland 2017
A structured and complex example of Blaufränkisch, in
classy packaging
ABV 13.5% 		
EX-CELLARS PRICE €11
This 100% Blaufränkisch was a wine with strong appeal in
the glass for the Breakthrough Wines judges.
“The palate is tightly structured with tangy cherries,
bright acidity and chocolatey tannins,” said one. “The
finish is long with a cassis-like ripeness. A restrained style
of Blaufränkisch, but well balanced.”
“A reductive nose which passes quickly,” said another.
“Smoke, rubber, black fruits. A sumptuous palate, and
extracted but rich and chewy tannin/acid suggests more
ageing and interest to come. Long and multilayered;
pretty impressive.”
The presentation also met with the judges’ approval.
“The grape variety is given front and centre so it makes
it approachable and consumers know what they are
drinking. They’ve managed the white-on-black tones very
well so it’s fairly eye catching.”
The one slight concern was price: “A touch too high,
but the quality of wine is well made and the packaging is
smart. A good style of mid-weight oaked Blaufränkisch.”
WEINGUTCEEEL.AT		
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Weingut Christian
Kirnbauer Coté Coeur,
Burgenland 2016
Extremely impressive 100% Burgenland Blaufränkisch
from a quality-focused producer
ABV 14%
EX-CELLARS PRICE €20
The Breakthrough Wines judges may have puzzled a little
over the name of this wine (we think it’s a play on Coup
de Coeur). But they had no doubts about the quality of a
100% Burgenland Blaufränkisch that has been aged for 20
months in new 500l new oak barrels.
“Cracking nose – some roast coffee and dark berry
fruits in there. Great concentration of fruit on the palate;
toasty oak, nice acidity and firm but gentle tannins. A very
classy wine,” was one verdict.
Opinion on pricing was slightly split, but one judge
thought the relatively high ex-cellars number was
perfectly appropriate. “It costs a lot but it tastes like it
does, so the price is decent,” they said.
All judges were impressed with the “lovely” packaging,
as they were with all this producer’s range, although there
was some reservation about “the splodge on the neck”.
Overall, though, it’s “a great wine, well made. Classy.”
WEINGUT-KIRNBAUER.AT			
INFO@WEINGUT-KIRNBAUER.AT

Weingut Markus IRO
Meisterwerk, Burgenland
2017

Weingut Buchmayer
Kalvarienberg Red,
Niederösterreich 2016

Impressively rich and dark Burgenland take on the
Bordeaux-style blend
ABV 14%
EX-CELLARS PRICE €24.40
The name of this wine may invite the brusque response of
“I’ll be the judge of that, thanks very much” – but when it
came down to it, the Breakthrough Wines judges weren’t
that far off agreeing with the wine’s creator.
A hefty blend of Merlot, Zweigelt and Cabernet Franc, it
spends some 20 months maturing in new oak, with plenty
of extraction and density of fruit.
“A well balanced and large mouthful of delicious fruit,”
said one of the judges.
“It’s a big unctuous, very rich ripe fruit and round
mouthfeel,” added another.
Can this “masterpiece” work in the UK, though? One
judge thought it was too expensive, despite liking the
wine and the “simple and cool” packaging.
Another judge, however, was willing to give it a whirl.
“This wine has a lot of appeal. The packaging is very
classy and modern style with great kerb appeal. The price
is limiting but the wine is good.”

An intriguing Bordeaux-meets-Austria blend with a
strong personality
ABV 13.5%
EX-CELLARS PRICE €10.50
Weingut Buchmayer was one of the stars of this inaugural
Breakthrough Wines competition, with several wines in
our final selection.
This red, which is a blend of Cabernet Sauvignon,
Merlot and Blauer Zweigelt, was perhaps the most divisive
of the Buchmayer Breakthrough winners – splitting the
panel down the middle on questions of quality, price and
packaging.
It made the cut thanks to the advocacy of one judge
who very much liked the “spicy intriguing dark fruit
character – it’s very round and full of vitality. Light body
with a long crunchy and fresh finish.”
While the label wasn’t a favourite in the competition (“it
looks like a classic stock image”, according to one judge),
there was a feeling that the wine itself would work well in
an on-trade or hand-selling off-trade environment. “It’s
a highly commercial style of wine even with a non-retailfriendly label.”

MARKUSIRO.AT
		
WEIN@MARKUSIRO.AT

WEINGUT-BUCHMAYER.AT
OFFICE@WEINGUT-BUCHMAYER.AT
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